
 

 
 

 

 

Vastrajet Goes Southwards – 

Live Demo at Knit Show in South India 
 

 Most textile mills seek digital printers with capacity of around 4,000 metres per day 

 AIVC technology ensures that inks constantly give high production and best results  

 New bundled software offers up to 20 percent on cost saving in inks.  

 

 
 

 

ColorJet, the largest manufacturer of digital inkjet printers 

from India is participating at the Knit Show being held in 

Tirupur from August 9-11, 2015, which is one of largest 

garment fashion accessories fabrics & machineries show at 

stall no. M8. 

 

Knit-Show is a unique exhibition that has captured the 

imagination of the textile industry in India. The Vastrajet 

digital textile printer from ColorJet, after a spate of success 

stories in Surat, is geared up to help Southern India mills in 

Tirupur attain economies of scale by reducing turnaround 

time. Exhibiting its state-of-the-art machinery, ColorJet will 

showcase a live demonstration of its flagship digital textile 

printer, Vastrajet.  

 

The high end printer is suitable for varieties of fabric like cotton, silk, wool, polyester and blends and is 

done with the ultimate aim to inspire new ideas, drive creativity, boost productivity and enable new 

business models. 

 

The super-fast Vastrajet printer with a supersonic production speed of 4,000 metres per day meets the 

normal daily requirements of a regular textile printing process house. This has been made possible from 

the specially designed jetting controls to optimise print heads performance to match the high jetting 

frequency. The mechanical structure is excellently designed to handle high speed production and precise 

dot placements. The proprietary AIVC technology ensures that ColorJet Inks constantly gives brilliant 

production and makes high printing precision possible. The new bundled software offers up to 20 

percent on cost saving in inks, thus providing a lower cost of production. 

 

“Apart from the price being very competitive, since our digital textile printers are 

manufactured at a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in India itself, buyers of our 

machines are eligible for various subsidies and benefits offered by the Government of India 

under EPCG, TUF and MSME schemes,” ColorJet Director, Mr Pavan Gupta explains.  

 

“Additionally, combined with our excellent after sales service, users of our digital printers get access to 

immediate availability of critical spares, due to the manufacturing facility being located in India, an 

option not available from companies who import and market printers in India,” Mr. Gupta adds. 

 

ColorJet technology has unmatchable advantages in handling high-precision patterns in gradient colour 

change and clouding and deliver, low energy consumption, pollution-free production and huge savings 

on water consumption. ColorJet designs, manufactures and integrates every component of its printers 

like inks, printheads, chassis & the control system to ensure maximum quality, reliability and uptime 

combined with low total cost of ownership. Digital Fabric Printing with ColorJet is by far one of the 

most exciting developments in the textile industry. Not only does it open up endless opportunities for 

customization and experimentation but it also puts textile printing within the budget of the user. 

 

ColorJet digital textile printers have been installed at several textile fabric process houses across the 

globe and have gained the trust of the user community, due to the robustness of its printers and also the 

excellent after sales service and support. ColorJet will also be showcasing its latest technology in ITMA 

2015, Milan at Hall no 18, Stall H-102. 
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